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COS KFOR

OPENING ADDRESS –
CHIEF OF STAFF
As the Chief of Staff of KFOR, I would like to
express my gratitude to all KFOR personnel
for their outstanding contributions towards
maintaining a Safe and Secure Environment
(SASE) and Freedom of Movement (FOM)
in Kosovo. You do this by supporting and
enhancing the security institutions in Kosovo
and supporting, within our means and
capabilities, the international community.
This supports our mandate in Kosovo along
the lines of operations according to our
orders.
Maintaining a secure environment enables
progress
towards
normalization
and
implementation of the Belgrade-Pristina
agreement. I have witnessed exponential
growth in professionalism and cooperation
amongst those I have come into contact with
since arriving in June. The KFOR Team makes
a difference every day and your efforts do not
go unnoticed.
We conduct training exercises to prepare our
forces for situations that we may encounter.
The Silver Sabre exercise took countless
hours of detailed planning, preparation, and
coordination. It is important to understand each
other’s capabilities while enhancing our own. I
was able to visit the exercise this month and see
the demonstrated capabilities of multi-national
units collaborating to achieve a single purpose.
Together, we accomplished the mission by each
of us completing our assigned tasks. The results
are undeniable as the Kosovo Police continues
to build capacity and exhibit proficiency in
maintaining SASE and FOM.
Unfortunately, we had a KFOR Soldier suffer
an injury during the exercise. I want to send
my best wishes to him and hope for a speedy

recovery. I would like to stress the importance
of wearing proper protective gear during
training and operations and leader involvement
in safety and risk management. Wearing proper
protective gear helps mitigate injuries and
maintain a constant state of readiness.
KFOR has also experienced an increase in
vehicle accidents and driving infractions. Key
leaders and personnel need to stay safe and
obey all rules and laws. Please maintain your
situational awareness out on the roadway as
the weather conditions become worst over the
winter season.
I want to wish everyone a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year.
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Brigadier General
Michael L. Scholes
KFOR Chief of Staff
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MNBG E

CAMP BONDSTEEL, KOSOVO –
MULTINATIONAL BATTLE GROUP-EAST
CONDUCTS HOTO CEREMONY.
Paratroopers of the Alaska-based 4th Infantry Brigade Combat Team (Airborne), 25th Infantry
Division took command of Multinational Battle Group-East (MNBG-E) from the
504th Battlefield Surveillance Brigade (BfSB) stationed out of Fort Hood, Texas in
Camp Bondsteel on 25 Oct. Over the course of the previous nine months, the 504th BfSB and
its subordinate multinational units conducted numerous joint operations with key players in
Kosovo, which included the Kosovo Police, Kosovo Security Forces and the European Union
Rule of Law Mission (EULEX).

PICTURE: Afrim Hajrullahu

Administrative Boundary Line
with Serbia, which directly advanced the mission of KFOR.

Providing the ceremony’s keynote address, COM KFOR Maj.
Gen. Francesco Paolo Figliuolo lauded the 504th BfSB’s service by calling attention to the
multiple missions the brigade
accomplished. Under the 504th
BfSB, MNBG-E “responded to
187 [unexploded ordnance] requests . . . provided over 2,618
hours of flight time [and] flew
27 [medical evacuation] missi4

ons including a cross border rescue of two lost and injured EULEX partners in Albania,” said
COM KFOR. Additionally, he
highlighted the tangible results
of MNBG-E operations over the
preceding nine months, which
included successful support of
national and municipal elections, training support of the
Kosovo Security Forces and numerous joint patrols along the
KFOR CHRONICLE 11/2014

“The brigade’s time in Kosovo
proved to be both professionally
and personally rewarding for
everyone assigned to the battle group,” said U.S. Army Col.
Charles Hensley, commanding
officer of the 504th BfSB and outgoing commander of MNBG-E.
“I know I can speak for everyone
when I say that our time spent
here [in Kosovo] will not be soon
forgotten as the relationships we
forged with the people of Kosovo
will have a lasting, positive impact
for years to come.”
At a press conference conducted after the ceremony, the incoming commander of MNBG-E,
U.S. Army Lt. Col. Clint Baker,
thanked his predecessors and turned an eye toward tomorrow by
describing the honour inherent
in such a mission which allows
MNBG-E to serve the people of
Kosovo. “We view this mission as
an excellent opportunity to work
with our multinational partners
in assisting the Kosovo Police and
EULEX as they continue to provide a safe and secure environment
and freedom of movement here
in Kosovo,” said Baker. “Teamwork will enable us to succeed
and our success will contribute to

MNBG E

ducts peace support operations
in accordance with United Nations Security Council Resolution
1244 and the Military Technical
Agreement in order to provide
a safe and secure environment
and allow freedom of movement
throughout Kosovo.
Major Hallmark
OF- 3 US Army

PICTURE: Afrim Hajrullahu (3)

a brighter future for the people of
Kosovo.” A light infantry, airborne capable organization, the 4/25
IBCT (ABN) brings with it one of
its six organic organizations – the
1st Squadron (Airborne), 40th
Cavalry Regiment – and touts several highly trained multinational
units from countries such as Germany, Poland, Hungary, Turkey,
Romania and Armenia as a part
of the battle group formation.
As a part of the larger overall
KFOR mission, MNBG-E conKFOR CHRONICLE 11/2014
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JRD-C CoC

JRD-C: CHANGE OF COMMAND CEREMONY
On Friday 07 November KFOR Commander Major General Francesco Paolo Figliuolo presided
over the change of command ceremony in Camp Film City Pristina, to mark the handover of
command within Joint Regional Detachment Centre (JRD-C).
Many distinguished visitors
were present at the ceremony
as well as all the Kosovo Force
Commanders. Colonel Alfonso Manfredi handed over command to Colonel Corrado Benzi
after nearly six months in the
appointment. The parade consisted of troops from the JRD,
namely Finland, Hungary, Italy,
Slovenia and Turkey. The JRD
Centre Area of Responsibility
covers almost one third of the
entire territory of the country.
COMKFOR welcomed the new
JRD-C Commander and wished
him all the best. In his speech
Major General Figliuolo stated:
„KFOR has developed a strong
partnership with the various institutions in Kosovo and the international community; we continue
to work hand in hand with KSF
and KP to improve their capabilities. We are working daily with
EULEX, UNMIK, and OSCE in
order to facilitate handing over
responsibilities to linked local authorities as Kosovo strengthens
its security structures”. Regarding
Colonel Manfredi’s tour, General
Figliuolo remarked on the im-
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portant role played by JRD-C in
providing a safe and secure environment in Kosovo, in particular
the coordination of the diverse
needs and interests of the various
institutions, organizations, and
ethnicities in the Area of Responsibility. He also highlighted the
important and concrete relationships established with the Pec Patriarchate, the Devic and Decane
Monasteries and the Islamic community representatives.
General Figliuolo concluded his
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speech by thanking all of the JRDC members for their strong cooperation with the international
and local security providers. He
remarked how they, with principles of „EXAMPLE ENDEAVOUR
ENTRUST”, were capable of accomplishing the mission in support of the democratic development of Kosovo”.
.
Lt Burak
OF- 1 TUR A

JDR-C

FEEL THE PULSE – JOINT REGIONAL
DETACHMENT CENTER TODAY
Kosovo towns and villages are full of stories. Everyday life is like a pulse in Kosovo veins. We
have a motto in the Joint Regional Detachment Center (JRD-C): “Feel the pulse of KOSOVO/
KOSOVA”. This motto is at the core of our job – to have as much situational awareness as
possible in support the KFOR mission.
JRD-C consists of ten Liaison
and Monitoring Teams (LMTs)
and the Headquarters. It is a
multi-national detachment led
by Italy, consisting of five nationalities: Finnish, Hungarians,
Italians, Slovenians and Turks.
These soldiers work together
to fulfil the duties given by the
Joint Effects Center of KFOR
HQ.
The eyes and ears of the JRD-C
are the LMTs. LMT teams walk
and talk, eat and drink with the
locals. Teams are our business
card to KOSOVO/KOSOVA. Interacting with local inhabitants
on a daily basis gives JRD-C a
good perception of the problems,
hopes, plans and thoughts of daily
life. The teams meet local KOSOVO/KOSOVA police (KP), mayors, village chiefs, teachers and
other key leaders of the communities. In addition they go on their

pulse patrols, monitor important
events and incidents and report
the information to the JRD-C HQ.
The teams are responsible for 13
municipalities with approximately 1. 2 million inhabitants. The
capital PRISHTINA/PRISHTINE
and PEC/PEJE, the biggest town
in western KOSOVO/KOSOVA
are inside our AOR. Every day
JRD-C LMTs drive hundreds of
kilometres in order to accomplish their duties, quite a lot for 10
teams consisting of 75 men and
women.
KOSOVO/KOSOVA is a country with a deep history. Cultural
heritage is important to the local inhabitants. There are several
important religious and cultural
sites inside our AOR. Gracanica Monastery, Visoki Monastery,
Devic Monastery and Pec Patriarchate are examples of important
sites that JRD-C LMTs monitor

on a regular basis. Every year we
see pilgrims going to these important religious sites. Some religious events may incite protests
or harassment. Our job is to assess, mitigate and monitor any
events regarding these important
religious sites.
Our two main concerns are to
ensure a Safe and Secure Environment (SASE) and the maintenance of Freedom of Movement
(FOM). These factors are of primary concern when it comes to
planning, assessing and operating. We do everything we can to
ensure that normal daily life activities are secured.
We do not however work alone.
JRD-C operates in close cooperation with other KFOR units. There are also international organizations in our Area of Operations
(AOR). EULEX, OSCE and UNMIK are examples of important
organizations working towards
common goal. JRD-C works with
their liaison officers on a regular
basis. We share information and
thoughts, warn about possible
incidents and work towards improving our cooperation. We understand that KFOR is just a part,
although important one, of the
whole picture to ensure support
for the development of KOSOVO/KOSOVA institutions.
Lt Burak
OF- 1 TUR A
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“SILVER SABRE”

CROWD AND RIOT CONTROL EXERCISE “SILVER SABRE”
On 20 and 21 NOV 2014, KFOR manoeuvre units conducted a Crowd and Riot Control (CRC)
exercise in close coordination with European Union Rule of Law Mission in Kosovo (EULEX) and
KOSOVO Police/Special Operation Unit (KP/OSU).
The purpose of the exercise was
to enhance KFORs capability in
order to maintain the readiness of
troops and increase the operative
flexibility of the units concerned.
The harmonization of techniques,
tactics and procedures between
the KP, EULEX and KFOR was
a fundamental objective of the
exercise period. The military
drill, conducted in three phases
successfully incorporated all three
responders namely the KP, EULEX
and KFOR.
The Silver Sabre Synthesis Exercise
was based on realistic CRC
scenarios. On 20 NOV 14 classic
scenarios of CRC were exercised
in Camp Vrelo, while on 21 NOV
a new dimension was introduced
as the exercise scenario spread
Kosovo wide with a deployment
to DAKOVICA/GJAKOVA. The
exercise scenario was based on an

escalating CRC situation where the
KP unit, acting as 1st responder,
asked for reinforcement from
EULEX, the 2nd responder and
KFOR, the 3rd responder in order
to re-establish a safe and secure
environment.
The liaison, communication
and relief in place of the various
responders was a crucial part of the

PICTURE: Afrim Hajrullahu (2)

The first phase, theoretical
training took place on 12 NOV 14
and 15 NOV 14, the second phase
conducted on 19 NOV 14 provided
for Crowd and Riot Control (CRC)
practice. The third and final phase
held on 20 & 21 NOV 14 exercised
KP, EULEX and KFOR personnel in
CRC.
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“SILVER SABRE”

exercise and the impromptu scenarios required
enhanced collaboration between all responders
particularly with regard to the Military
Decision Making Process (MDMP)
The “Silver Sabre” exercise was conducted by
units from KFOR Tactical Reserve Manoeuvre
Battalion (KTM), Multinational Specialized
Unit (MSU), Multinational Battle Group - East
and West (MNBG - E and MNBG - W), Joint
Logistic Support Group, a Tactical PSYOPS
Team from KFOR HQ and air assets in form
of 4 x UH-60, 2 x M1-171 and 1 x 532 Cougar.
Additionally the Public Affairs Office (PAO)
ensured that commanders on the ground were
challenged as they pressed them for interviews
posing as members of the International Press.
In addition to the participation of the KP
and EULEX, the Kosovo Security Force
(KSF), in its capacity as one of the Kosovo
Security Organizations disposed of a UXO in
accordance with its approved role and duties
Upon conclusion COM KFOR, Major General
Francesco Paolo Figliuolo complimented those
who organised and participated in the Silver
Sabre Synthesis Exercise for a very successful
endeavour.

PICTURE: Afrim Hajrullahu (3)

Commandant Condron
OF-3 IRL A
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NEWS IN BRIEF
30 October: Representatives of the main religious communities in Kosovo,
Mufti Ternava, Head of the Islamic Community, the Orthodox Bishop
Teodosje and Don Lush Gjergji, Vicar General Apostolic Administration of
Kosovo held a meeting with KFOR Commander Major General Francesco
Paolo Figliuolo. During the meeting they discussed how all religious
communities can contribute by cultivating friendly interactions among the
people of Kosovo and help create an environment conducive to building
peace, respect and tolerance in the region. All three of the religious
authorities condemned the recent acts of vandalism in Decane Monastery.
All parties agreed that these were despicable acts, as were some following
web attacks seeking to undermine the inviolable principles of tolerance and
reconciliation in Kosovo society. They called on all their fellow believers to distance themselves from those who
do not practice values of peace and religious tolerance in order to create a better future for Kosovo.
31 October: KFOR Commander, Major General Francesco Paolo Figliuolo
met with the Head of the Organization for Security Co-operation in Europe
(OSCE) Mission in Kosovo, H.E. Ambassador Jean-Claude Schlumberger.
General Figliuolo discussed with Ambassador Schlumberger the current
situation in Kosovo and the recent activities conducted by the International
Organization in the region. The KFOR Commander highlighted the lead
role played by OSCE in order to support dialogue between central and local
institutions, and the implementation of democracy and human rights in
the area. The cooperation between KFOR and OSCE has always been very
important and proficient. KFOR supported, in close coordination with Kosovo Police and EULEX, the OSCE
activities during the recent Mayors and Municipal assemblies’ elections, providing a safe and secure environment,
which enabled the execution of the processes without significant incidents.
05 November: KFOR Commander, Major General Francesco Paolo Figliuolo
received Lieutenant General Bruno Kasdorf, Chief of Staff of the German Army,
at NATO KFOR Headquarters in Pristina. The Generals discussed the latest
developments regarding the current security situation in Kosovo and KFOR´s
role in the region, with particular attention to the role of the German contingent
in the mission. During the visit, General Kasdorf went to Camp Cabra, in Zubin
Potok Municipality; he had also a meeting with the NATO Liaison Advisory Team
Director, General Peter Braunstein, at KFOR HQ.
05 November: KFOR Commander, Major General Francesco Paolo Figliuolo,
had a meeting with Ms Anne Meskanen, Chargèe d’Affaires ad interim of
the Embassy of Finland, at Camp “Film City” NATO KFOR Headquarters in
Pristina/Prishtinë. During this first official visit they spoke about the overall
situation of the communities in Kosovo and the important role played by
KFOR in the region, highlighting the efficient cooperation that exists with the
Kosovo Police and EULEX, in order to ensure freedom of movement and a
secure environment in Kosovo. General Figliuolo thanked Ms Meskanen for the
professionalism of the Finnish Armed Forces and their dedication in support of the mission in Kosovo. Currently,
Finnish participation consists of staff officers at KFOR Headquarters in Pristina and a Liaison and Monitoring
Team in the Glogovac/Drenas municipality.
10
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NEWS IN BRIEF
08 November: KFOR Commander, Major General Francesco Paolo Figliuolo,
had a meeting with the Prime Minister of Romania, Mr. Victor Ponta and the
Minister of Romanian National Defence, Mr. Mircea Dusa, at Camp “Film City”
NATO KFOR Headquarters in Pristina/Prishtinë. General Figliuolo thanked
Prime Minister Ponta for the valuable contribution of the Romanian Armed
Forces and for their outstanding professionalism and support of the mission in
Kosovo. Currently, Romanian participation consists of staff officers at KFOR
Headquarters in Pristina and a unit in the Multinational Battle Group East
deployed in Urosevac/Ferizaj. H.E. Ponta confirmed that Romania will continue
to support the KFOR mission and the political dialogue between Pristina and Belgrade.
08 November: KFOR Commander, Major General Francesco Paolo Figliuolo, met with
the Mayor of Gracanica, Mr. Branimir Stojanovic, as part of his regular talks with local
authorities and municipalities in Kosovo. COMKFOR conducts such meetings in order to
strengthen mutual cooperation in the framework of the operational objectives of KFOR,
ensuring freedom of movement and safe and secure living conditions Kosovo wide.
The main topics of the meeting were projects and perspectives on improving welfare,
infrastructure and agricultural developments in Gracanica and surrounding villages.
The Mayor brought COMFKOR to the King Milutin school where recently a 6.4 meter
long, 3.8 meter wide mosaic was removed from its original position, laying down on the
courtyard outside the building, to its current vertically erected location on the side of the
internal open-air atrium. The monument represents a picture of Simonida who was the
wife of King Milutin in the 14th century, who built the Monastery in Gracanica in 1321.
The relocation of the mosaic was completed by KFOR after the municipality requested its
support two months ago.
13 November: KFOR Commander, Major General Francesco Paolo Figliuolo,
received Lieutenant General Franz Reiszner, Commander of the Austrian Joint Forces
Command, at NATO KFOR Headquarters in Pristina/Prishtinë. General Figliuolo
and General Reiszner discussed the current security situation in Kosovo and the
contribution of the Austrian Contingent to KFOR. Also The Austrian Brigadier
General Anton Waldner, KFOR’s Deputy Commander was present at the meeting.
The KFOR Commander highlighted the fact that KFOR will keep cooperating and
assisting the United Nations, the European Union, and other international actors and continues to support, as
third responder, Kosovo Police and EULEX in their activities.
15 November: KFOR Commander, Major General Francesco Paolo
Figliuolo, had a meeting with the Hungarian Minister of Defence, Mr.
Csaba Hende at Camp “Film City” NATO KFOR Headquarters in Pristina/
Prishtinë. General Figliuolo thanked Mr. Hende, in the presence of the
Hungarian Ambassador to Kosovo, H.E. Lorant Balla, for the valuable
cooperation of the Hungarian service members and for their outstanding
professionalism and contribution to the mission in Kosovo. Mr. Hende
assured General Figliuolo that Hungary will continue to support KFOR in
the future. During his visit, the Hungarian Minister of Defence visited the
KFOR Tactical Manoeuvre (KTM) base in Pristina/Prishtinë, where he had
a meeting with the KTM commander and the Hungarian contingent, that forms part of this KFOR Unit.
KFOR CHRONICLE 11/2014
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NEWS IN BRIEF
22 November: KFOR Commander, Major General Francesco Paolo Figliuolo,
held a meeting with the Ambassador of the Republic of Slovenia to Kosovo, H.E.
Miljan Majhen, at Camp “Film City” NATO KFOR Headquarters in Pristina/
Prishtinë. The meeting was an opportunity for General Figliuolo to demonstrate
to the Ambassador the effectiveness of the Slovenian contribution in ensuring a
safe and secure environment and the freedom of movement in Kosovo according
to UN resolution 1244. Currently, about 310 Slovenian troops are deployed
across Kosovo. Slovenian soldiers are mainly deployed in Pec/Peja as part of the
Multinational Battle Group West, other service-members are part of the JRD Center and JRD North, along with
Helicopter assets and members of KFOR HQ Staff in Camp “Film City”.
25 November: KFOR Commander, Major General Francesco Paolo Figliuolo received
Lieutenant General Claudio Graziano, Chief of Staff of the Italian Army, meeting
him at NATO KFOR Headquarters in Pristina/Prishtinë. The Generals discussed
the overall security situation in Kosovo and the importance of KFOR’s role for the
stability of the area to support, as third responder, Kosovo Police, EULEX and all local
and international organizations, in order to maintain a Safe and Secure Environment
and Freedom of Movement throughout Kosovo. During the visit, General Graziano
went to “Villaggio Italia” in Belo Polje where he had a meeting with the MWBG-W
Commander and the Italian contingent. After that he met with Abbot Sava Janjic, at the Decane Monastery.
Currently, about 550 Italian troops are deployed across Kosovo as part of the KFOR Headquarters Staff, the
Multinational Battle Group West and the Multinational Specialized Unit.
27 November: KFOR Commander, Major General Francesco Paolo Figliuolo, met with
the vice-president of the Austrian National Council, Mr. Karlheinz Kopf at NATO KFOR
Headquarters in Pristina/Prishtinë. General Figliuolo discussed with Mr. Kopf about the
current security situation in Kosovo and the contribution given to KFOR by the Austrian
Contingent. Also present at the meeting were the Ambassador of Austria to Kosovo, H.E.
Mr. Johann Brieger and the Deputy COMKFOR, Brigadier General Anton Waldner. Mr.
Kopf confirmed that Austria will continue to support the KFOR mission. Currently, the Austrian contingent
consists of about 530 service- members, they represent the largest non-NATO contribution to KFOR. Austrian
Armed Forces military personnel are mainly deployed in Pec/Peja as part of the Multinational Battle Group West,
at Camp Prizren and in Pristina/Prishtinë, as part of the KFOR HQ Staff and of the Joint Logistic Support Group.
28 November: At NATO KFOR Headquarters in Pristina/Prishtina, KFOR
Commander, Major General Francesco Paolo Figliuolo, met with Lieutenant General
Marco Bertolini, the Italian Joint Operational Headquarters Commander. The
Generals discussed the current security situation in Kosovo and KFOR´s role and
future commitments in the region, with particular attention paid to the role of the
Italian contingent in the mission. During his visit, General Bertolini met with the
Italian Armed Forces personnel deployed in Camp Film City to whom he expressed
his appreciation for the efforts that they made in order to guarantee a safe and secure environment throughout
Kosovo. General Bertolini, escorted by COMKFOR, overflew some KFOR camps and outposts mainly located in
the North of Kosovo. In the afternoon he went to Camp Villaggio Italia in Pec/Peja, where he gave a speech to the
Italian Contingent service-members deployed in the Multinational Battle Group West.The Italian contribution
began in June 1999 and at times provided more than 5000 troops to the mission. Currently, there are about 550
Italian troops deployed across Kosovo.
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CARABINIERI MSU CIMIC

AN EXAMPLE OF THEIR ENDEAVOUR IN
HELPING THOSE TO WHOM WE ENTRUST
THE FUTURE OF KOSOVO.
The MSU (Multinational Specialized Unit) Regiment has been active in Kosovo since the very beginning of the
KFOR mission, to fulfil the operational requirements that lay between the full military option and the police
option. Initially the MSU was mainly composed of Italian Carabinieri, a national police force with military status
and training. Contributions were also made by the French Gendarmerie, the Polish Police and the Austrian
Army. MSU works primarily with an Italian Carabinieri force basis and is presently deployed to the Mitrovica
area, where they conduct patrols, observation posts, and generally cooperating with the
Kosovo Police daily tasks.

Apart from the usual police and
investigation tasks they carry out
at home, one of the main duties
of the Carabinieri in Italy is to
provide assistance to the general
population during times of
emergency. Accordingly, they are
very familiar with dealing with
civilians and do so in a friendly
and respectful manner.
This is one of the reasons for their
success regarding their CIMIC
activities in Kosovo, with which
they have been involved in since the
commencement of MSU operations
in 1999. The MSU Carabinieri
identified that they could make this
significant contribution in addition
to that of their security and policing.
Assisting families in need, hospitals
and schools has since become an
important objective of the MSU
CIMIC Cell, and they are actively

involved in the provision of food
donations, medical equipment and
other critically needed items. Often
times to increase the flow of aid,
the Carabinieri have donated from
their own personal resources, even
carrying bags full of useful goods
on their return from leave in Italy.
In Kosovo today people continue
to struggle for economic growth.
The MSU Carabinieri Regiment,
under the command of Colonel
Gregorio DE MARCO, are as
efficient as ever in assisting those in
need. Colonel DE MARCO and his
staff coordinate and plan resupply
convoys to include goods that not
only sustain their own logistical
needs but also those items that will
be given to families in need.
On the ground the special agent in
charge is OR-9 Gaspare FOGLIANA.
He maintains an awareness of
those in need of assistance and
KFOR CHRONICLE 11/2014

goes to extraordinary lengths to
ensure that his valuable cargo goes
to those most at risk. He and his
colleagues take on these additional
duties after long shifts and hours of
patrolling but the priceless smiles of
those they have helped provides an
unparalleled reward.
Currently,
MSU
Carabinieri
CIMIC is working to help a child
recover proper leg functionality and
overcome a disability which came
about as a result of malformation.
The Carabinieri are “used to
obeying in silence” yet their goals,
dedication and results speak
volumes. Their daily activities
bring relief to the most vulnerable
members of Kosovo’s society. They
are indeed an EXAMPLE for their
ENDEAVOUR in helping those to
whom we ENTRUST the future of
Kosovo.
OR-9 Fogliana
MSU
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SFA

SECURITY FORCE ASSISTANCE CONFERENCE

PICTURE: Afrim Hajrullahu

On the 29th October 2014, the 7th bi-annual Security Force Assistance (SFA) Conference was
hosted by Headquarters (HQ) Kosovo Force (KFOR) in Pristina. Organised by the NATO Liaison
and Advisory Team (NLAT), it was attended by representatives of NATO HQ Brussels, Allied
Command Transformation (ACT), Regional Defence Attaches and later joined by the senior
echelon of the Kosovo Security Force (KSF) including Major General RAMA Commander Land
Forces Command and Brigadier General HALIMI (Director of Operations MKSF). The guests
from outside Camp Film City were joined by personnel of KFOR and NLAT that included the
Command Group, Command Advisory and Subject Matter Expert Branches.

The overall aim of the
Conference was to provide a
forum for communication and
collaboration with NATO and
non-NATO nations involved
in supporting the development
of the KSF Presentations were
delivered by NLAT, NATO HQ,
ACT, Bi lateral partners and the
KSF, all with a clear focus of both
delivering an effective training
programme for the KSF for 2015,
and efficiently monitoring the
lines of development that are
jointly agreed between the KSF
and NLAT.
KFOR
Commander,
Major
General Francesco Paolo Figliuolo,
opened the conference, welcomed
the attendees and emphasised the
progress made to date in assisting
the KSF’s development. He also
stressed the importance of fused
co-operation in future capacity
building efforts.
In his address to the participants
the Director NLAT Brigadier
14

General Braunstein emphasised the
conference objectives of increasing
the awareness of NATO’s efforts
in the field of SFA and Defence
Capacity Building and in increasing
the awareness of the range and
variety of NATO and bilateral
assistance available to the KSF.
The General also gave a brief
background to the concept of SFA
stating that it was developed as a
direct result of the tasking from
the NATO’s Strategic Concept
in 2010, and the requirement to
train local forces. Concurrently,
the evolving NATO missions in
operations such as ISAF, KFOR,
and now Africa Union served as
practical and real world examples
of NATO developing and assisting
Security Institutions. In 2011 work
began both in NATO in Brussels as
well as in ACT on the overall SFA
concept itself and in 2012 KFOR
drafted its first SFA Concept which
led to the establishment of the SFA
Conference.
KFOR CHRONICLE 11/2014

The NLAT mission is to provide
NATO advice and assistance
to the KSF at Brigade level and
above. The NLAT carries forward
NATO’s engagement with regard
to the KSF after the declaration of
Full Operational Capability in July
2013, and only within the KSF’s
current mission and mandate.
The Conference marked the end
of a process that delivered the
programme of Work 2015 for KSF.
The KSF is a professional, multiethnic and uniformed Security
Force that is subject to democratic,
civilian control. The mission of
the KSF is to conduct civilian
emergency response operations
in Kosovo and abroad, to include
civil protection operations within
Kosovo and to assist the civil
authorities in responding to natural
disasters and other emergencies.
Mr Richard Guest
Principle Security Advisor to
NATO Liaison & Advisory Team

NATIONAL DAY

KFOR CELEBRATES AUSTRIAN
NATIONAL DAY
On Saturday the 25th of October the Austrian national day was celebrated at camp FILM CITY.
About 450 guests accepted the invitation of the Austrian contingent commander, Colonel Franz
Josef MADNER, and attended the official ceremony and the celebrations that followed.
The programme began around 4
o’clock with a weapons and military
display. Later on, the ceremony
commenced despite stormy winds
and icy temperatures. All Austrian
peace keepers were assembled
for the parade of the flag. In his
speech the Austrian ambassador
to Kosovo Dr. Johann Brieger
emphasized the significance of
the Austrian national day and the
importance of the mission for the
future of Kosovo.COM KFOR,
Major General Francesco Paolo
Figliuolo, expressed his gratitude
to the Austrian contingent for
their excellent performance and
service for peace and stability
in the Balkans. At the end of the
ceremony, the national contingent
commander, Colonel Franz Josef
Madner, read out the daily order
of the Austrian federal president,
Dr. Heinz Fischer.
After the official ceremony,
numerous international guests were
invited to a delicious dinner.
A main course roast pork with
Sauerkraut and Knödel was served,
as well the mouth-watering sweet

pastry “Karpfen”, which were
quickly eaten. In addition to the
culinary delights a young band

from the region of Salzburg joined
the festivities and provided an even
more Austrian atmosphere. The
band, which was visiting Austrian
troops abroad with the program
“artists on mission”, offered a wide
selection of traditional Schlager
and folk music. They were later
supported by a talented singer of the
Bundeswehr, who played country
and rock songs.
Sergeant Marek
OR-5 AUT A
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ANNIVERSARY

91ST ANNIVERSARY OF THE REPUBLIC OF
TURKEY - KOSOVO CELEBRATIONS

The ceremony commenced as the
Ambassador of the Republic of Turkey in
Pristina, Songul Ozan greeted guests and the
National Anthems of Turkey and Kosovo were
played.
Republic Day marks the creation of the
Turkish Republic in 1923. After Turkey’s victory
in the War of Independence (1919-1923),
the Turkish parliament proclaimed the new
Turkish state as a republic. A new constitution,
which the parliament adopted on October 29
1923, replaced the constitution of the Ottoman
Empire. The leader in the Turkish War of
Independence, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, became
the country’s first president on the same day.
According to Atatürk, Republic Day is Turkey’s
most important holiday. During her speech, the
Ambassador emphasized the great leadership
of the Mustafa Kemal Ataturk and highlighted
how he laid the foundation for the democratic
and progressive state that Turkey is today.
Lt Ten
OF-2 TUR A
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PICTURE: Afrim Hajrullahu (3)

On 29th October 2014, celebrations took place in Pristina to mark the 91st Anniversary of
the Republic of Turkey. The reception was hosted by the Turkish Embassy in Pristina and was
graciously attended by the President of Kosovo, Atifete Jahaga, Prime Minister Hashim Thaci, the
US Ambassador to Kosovo H.E Tracy Ann Jacobson, Ministers, Parliamentarians, COM KFOR,
Major General Francesco Paolo Figliuolo and other representatives from KFOR and Eulex. The
gathering also included other guests from a variety of backgrounds including city Mayors, foreign
diplomats, artists and businessmen.

REMEMBRANCE

UNITED KINGDOM ANNUAL ACT OF REMEMBRANCE - SUNDAY 9 NOVEMBER 2014
On Sunday 9 November 14, a large gathering of British, Commonwealth, international
community representatives, Kosovar and KFOR personnel assembled, at the HQ KFOR Memorial
Garden, for the UK Annual Act of Remembrance. The annual act of remembrance takes place on
the 11 November, each year or traditionally the nearest Sunday, as the day in 1918 when the guns
fell silent at the end of the First World War (WWI). The service this year was held at the British
memorial, which commemorates the 14 British servicemen who died on active service in Kosovo,
since 1999.
This year was a special occasion, as
it marked 100 years since the start
of WWI and thoughts went back to
the great lose and sacrifices during
this period. British Ambassador
Ian Cliff OBE, opened procedures
by giving a personal perspective of
“The Great War”. His father saw
active service in the Royal Navy
during 1915-18, and he is the last
serving British Ambassador who
had a father, who fought in WWI.
The service was led by Lt Col
Jurgens Chaplain DEU and Capt
Borello Chaplain ITA, which on
its own, demonstrates how far we
have travelled over the last century.
Only 70 years ago we were at war
with one another, now we are at
peace and serving side by side.
Lt Col Ruttle, Senior Canadian
Representative, read “In Flanders
Fields” a WWI poem by a Canadian
Officer that talks about the great
loss and the poppy, the flower that
grew across the fields of France

that the war was fought over. The
poppy is a distinctive red flower
that has become a potent symbol of
remembrance of the sacrifices made
in past wars, and is worn widely
during this period of remembrance.
During the service, poppy wreaths
were then laid on the British
memorial from British Ambassador,
on behalf of the British people,
Minister of KSF Agim Ceku & COM

KSF Lt General Kastrati, on behalf
of Kosovo; COM KFOR Major
General Francesco Paolo Figliuolo,
on behalf of NATO; Lt Col Jones,
on behalf of UK Armed Forces; Lt
Col Ruttle, on behalf of the people
of Canada; Col O’Dwyer, on behalf
of the people of Republic of Ireland;
US Ambassador Ms. Tracey Ann
Jacobson, on behalf of the USA
people and Mr. Mark Dixon, on
behalf of UK contingent EULEX.
Lieutenant Colonel David Jones,
Senior British Representative said,
“Today was a very moving and
successful event, especially with the
centenary of the WWI. A special
thanks needs to go to the Irish
Defence Forces for their invaluable
support with the day and KSF band
members participating, made the
occasion even more special”.
Lt Col D.A Jones
MBE RE (GBR)
COM KSF Advisor & UK SNR
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INDEPENDENCE DAY

KFOR CELEBRATES POLISH NATIONAL
INDEPENDENCE DAY
National Independence Day is a national day in Poland celebrated on 11 November to commemorate the
anniversary of the restoration of a Polish state in 1918 after 123 years of partition by the Russian Empire, the
Kingdom of Prussia and the Habsburg Empire. The restoration of Poland’s independence was gradual.
The date chosen is the one on
which Józef Piłsudski assumed
control of Poland. The holiday
was established in 1937 and was
celebrated only twice before
World War II. After the war,
the communist authorities of
the People’s Republic removed
Independence Day from the
calendar, though independence
continued to be celebrated
informally on 11 November. The
holiday was officially replaced
by the National Day of Poland’s
Revival, celebrated on the
anniversary of the communist
PKWN Manifesto, 22 July. As
Poland emerged from Sovietinfluenced communism in 1989,
the original holiday—on its
original 11 November date—was
restored.
The date corresponds to the date
of other countries’ Remembrance

Day, Armistice Day, or Veteran’s
Day. All of these holidays and Polish
Independence Day are indirectly
related because they all emerged
from the circumstances at the end
of World War I. In other countries
holidays were established in the

spirit of grief and horror at the
enormous human cost of the war
and they mark the sacrifices of those
who fought. For Poland however,
the tragedy of the war was tempered
by what had been accomplished
at its end: the restoration of a
sovereign Polish state that had been
lost entirely in the partitions of
Poland, after 123 years of struggle.
The Polish holiday is therefore
simultaneously a celebration of the
reemergence of a Polish state and
a commemoration of those who
fought for it.
The guest of honor on November
11 was the Commander of KFOR,
Major General Francesco Figliuolo.
During the ceremony he awarded
the Commander of the Polish
Military Contingent LTC Krzysztof
BRODECKI and Guard of Honor
the KFOR medal.
Captain Boruszewski
OF-2 Pol A
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KFOR LEGAD

KFOR LEGAD CONFERENCE:
ENSURING PROLIFIC PROGRESS
Major Representatives of the International Community including UNMIK, EULEX and NATO
joined the Legal Conference hosted by HQ KFOR in Camp Film City on 12 November 2014. “A
close consultation of these key actors is essential to maximize the efficiency of the International
Community’s legal support in Kosovo”, stated the HQ KFOR Chief LEGAD Advisor, OF-5
Salvatore FERRUCCI, ITA-A. As there are distinct organisations with distinct legal mandates,
close cooperation is the basis in order to ensure a safe and secure environment and freedom of
movement in our area of responsibility.
The UNMIK Head of the Office
of Legal Affairs, Mr. Ernst U.
TSCHOEPKE, first of all stressed
the excellent relationship with
KFOR legal representatives. This
was highlighted as being of great
importance due to the efforts
that are being made in Kosovo to
establish substantial autonomy
and self-government.
Also the representative of EULEX,
Prosecutor Robert KUCHARSKI,
showed himself proud of the
positive relationship amongst the
international legal services as well
as with the IMP and KP forces.
Due to the current reduction of
EULEX personnel, the local special
prosecutors will face new challenges.
More training is required and there
is a need for additional equipment.
This coupled with insufficient
pensions and social systems
make this a particularly difficult
task. Nevertheless they retain an

ability to control the “Hot spots”
and are always mindful of the fact
that KFOR is in place acting as the
third responder if requested.
The Conference also provided an
opportunity for some presentations
regarding
claims
procedures,
the judiciary system in Kosovo,
ongoing issues as well as lessons
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learned. Such topics were freely
discussed by the national legal
representatives from Italy, the
United States, Slovenia, Germany,
Ukraine, Hungary, Switzerland,
Kosovo, and Austria.
Lt Col FERRUCCI, HQ KFOR
Chief Legad
OF-5, ITA-A
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LOGISTICS REPORTING
(LOGREP) USER COURSE
In order to enhance user skills for those who handle the LOGFAS stations, KFOR HQ in close coordination with JFC Naples,
held a five day Logistics Reporting (LOGREP) User Course
from 27 to 31 of October, 2014. Mr. Ian Garnett from NCISS
trained thirteen KFOR personnel on LOGFAS software. The
trainees came from KFOR HQ, JLSG, HSG, MNBGs, TACRES
and NSE contingent positions. During the closing ceremony, Chief J4 handed over training certificates to students and
stressed the importance of the role LOGFAS plays in the logistics planning and reporting process, as well as, for the entire
KFOR mission.
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Logistics
Reporting
(LOGREP) is the procedure for
monitoring the items (personnel, equipment and supplies)
that are essential for the planning, execution and sustainment of operations. Those procedures and requirements will
be laid down in the Operations
Plan (OPLAN) to ensure the
timely flow of information. It
can be applied at any level HQ
within the chain of command,
depending on the local situation and the requirements of the
individual Commanders.
Logistics Functional Area Services (LOGFAS) is the tool used
by NATO to provide Headquarters (HQs) at all levels with
detailed, accurate and timely
KFOR CHRONICLE 11/2014

information. This exchange of
logistics information and the
visibility of logistics operations,
assets and resources within the
Joint Operational Area are vital to the success of the KFOR
mission. This software makes
life easier for S4/J4 representatives by reducing the response
time regarding logistics issues. The responsibility of filling
data into the system lies with
the Nations, Forces and designated HQs, who should have
assigned qualified personnel.
Major Carvalho
OF-3 PRT A

PROFILES

Military education:
I joined the Portuguese Air Force in 1986 where I was selected for the Paratrooper Sergeant Course. During my military career I attended the Paratrooper Instructor Course, Pathfinder Course, Operational Freefall Instructor
Course, TANDEM Pilot Course, and Command Sergeant Major Course.
Actually I have successfully completed 1184 parachute jumps in a military
environment, including Static Line and Freefall Jumps. I have participated in
four military missions overseas, in Bosnia, Timor, Afghanistan and Kosovo.
In addition, I achieved my degree in Human Resources and Organizational
Behavior from the Polytechnic Institute of Tomar.
About the mission:
As my first mission in Kosovo, I am enjoying this country. The multinational
KFOR environment is great, especially the opportunity of working with different nationalities and sharing different experiences. Personally I consider
the overseas environment to be a good personal and professional experience.

Name:

Hermes Mateu Family reaction:

My family supports my decision with regard to my deployment, because

Rank:

OR-7 they know, that is a natural condition of my profession.

Nationality:

Portuguese

Hobbies:
KTM COM SGT My favorite hobby is playing football. I also like to read, play sports, dance,
and I enjoy socializing with my friends.

KFOR Unit:

MAJOR

Military education:
I am a Military Information System Instructor and a qualified Engineer Platoon Commander from the Institute for military engineering. I am one of
the instructors who coaches all officers and subordinate officers in the subject of explosive ordinance disposal. That also includes the engineers. The
engineers are trained in the professional awareness and detection of mines,
as well as the disposal of explosive ordnance.
About the mission:
EOD Team. JLSG.

Name:
Rank:

Family reaction:
When I chose to join the Austrian Army as a professional officer my mum
SPERL-SALZMANN said: “that‘s typical for my son; he won‘t work a normal job“. But that settled
down soon, today, my family is proud of what I do. I can only say that I was
OR - 9 right with my choice of profession, because it is still fun after all these years
in service.

Nationality:

KFOR Unit:

Thomas

Austrian

Hobbies:

EOD AUSTRIA Soccer, Shooting.
JLSG
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SUDOKU

slightly

medium

diﬃcult

very diﬃcult
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MEDIUM

The three areas (row, column, block) are equally units
or groups.

VERY DIFFICULT

The task is to fill in the blanks of the puzzle so that in
each of nine rows, columns and blocks of each digit from
1 to 9 appears only once.

SLIGHTLY

Solutions October

DIFFICULT

Rules:
The standard consists of a grid Sudoku field with 3 × 3
blocks, which are each divided into 3 × 3 fields, a total of
81 fields in 9 rows and 9 columns. In some of these fields
at the beginning digits 1 to 9 are registered (“targets“).

PICTURE OF THE MONTH

PICTURE OF THE MONTH

November 2014
Contribute to the
KFORChronicle!

Oct 2014
``Morning Shadows‘‘
in Film City
Equipment used:
SONY DSC-W380,
F/5.9, 10/3200 sek, ISO 80
Korosoglou Emmanouil
OR-5 Greek Army

Just send your photos to kforchronicle@hq.kfor.nato.int by
the 25th of the month explaining where you took the photo and what equipment you used. We will then select one
of the submitted images and publish it in the next edition
of the Chronicle.
You will be immortalised in the KFOR Chronicle !
Is that not something to be proud of?
Sincerely
The Chronicle Team
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